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Consult this version of the guide to find out how to complete the Information Return 
for Registered Charities and Other Donees (form TP‑985.22‑V) for fiscal periods 
ending after March 3, 2010. This version will be valid until fiscal or administrative 
changes make an update necessary.

The information in the guide does not constitute a legal interpretation of the Taxation 
Act or any other legislation. For further information, contact us (see the end of the 
guide for our contact information).

Where the guide provides additional information that applies only to one specific type 
of organization, the information is set off as follows (from section 5.2):

Charity
A charity may also have...
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Principal changes

Limit increase for capital accumulation 
to $100,000 for organizations other than 
charitable foundations
The limit for charitable foundations remains at $25,000. The limit 
for other organizations has been raised to $100,000.

Organizations are not subject to the disbursement quota if the 
value of the accumulated property (other than the property ac‑
cumulated with our authorization) does not exceed, as applicable, 
$25,000 or $100,000.

Restrictions on certain transactions
We can cancel an organization’s registration or recognition if
• it is reasonable to consider that the organization made a 

transaction (including a gift to another organization with the 
same tax status) the main purposes for which is to avoid or 
delay unduly the spending of amounts related to its objectives; 
or

• the organization did not spend, in a given fiscal period, for 
activities related to this objectives an amount equal to the fair 
market value (FMV) of the gift that another organization not 
dealing at arm's length with the organization made during 
the previous fiscal period. This requirement only applies to a 
registered charity that receives such a gift, unless the gift is 
reported by the other charity as a designated gift.

New measures apply to registered charities, registered 
museums, registered cultural or communications organizations 
and recognized political education organizations for any fiscal 
period ending after March 3, 2010.

In general, the new measures simplify the disbursement quota 
rules and accumulated capital rules. They also help to monitor 
certain non‑arm’s‑length transactions between organizations.

Disbursement quota reform
For a given fiscal period, the disbursement quota (the minimum 
amount that an organization must spend to carry out the objectives 
set forth in its governing documents) will be determined solely on the 
basis of capital accumulation. Capital accumulation corresponds 
to the value of property (other than the property accumulated with 
our authorization) that the organization owned in the 24‑month 
period preceding the given fiscal period and that was not used 
directly for activities pertaining to the objectives of the organization 
or for administrative purposes.

Consequently, the following concepts, on which the disbursement 
quota was previously based, no longer exist:
• enduring property;
• capital gains pool; and
• specified gift.
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1 General information

1.1 Tax benefits
Both organizations and donors receive tax benefits.

Registered charities and non-profit organizations are exempt from 
income tax. By definition, registered cultural or communications 
organizations and recognized political education organizations are 
non‑profit organizations. Registered museums are also exempt 
from income tax, provided they are established and operated for 
non‑profit purposes and their income is not payable or otherwise 
made available to their proprietors, members or shareholders.

The official donation receipts issued by these organizations 
allow donors to claim a tax credit (individuals) or a deduction 
(corporations).

1.2 Obligations
Organizations have certain legal obligations, such as spending 
in each fiscal period a minimum amount on attaining their 
objectives (set forth in their governing documents). As a rule, the 
determination of the minimum amount (called the “disbursement 
quota”) is based on the value of the property that the organization 
held during the 24‑month period preceding the fiscal period and 
that was not used for activities related to the objectives of the 
organization or for administrative purposes.

If, during the previous fiscal period, the organization received a gift 
of property from another organization with the same tax status 
with which it is not dealing at arm’s length, the organization 
must spend, before the end of the subsequent fiscal period, an 
amount equal to the FMV of the property for activities related 
to its objectives and for gifts to qualified donees with which the 
organization is dealing at arm’s length. This obligation does not 
apply to a registered charity for a designated gift.

Furthermore, the organization must not make any transaction 
(including a gift to another organization with the same tax status) 
that, in all likelihood, is to avoid or delay unduly the spending of 
amounts related to its objectives.

Sanctions have been introduced to penalize organizations that 
do not fulfill these obligations (see Chapter 5).

Excess business holdings regime for private 
foundations
For a private foundation subject to the provisions on excess 
shareholdings, you must send us a copy of the Excess Corporate 
Holdings Worksheet for Private Foundations (T2081) submitted 
to the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).

You must complete the information return (form TP‑985.22‑V) if 
your organization carries on its activities in Québec as
• a registered charity;
• a registered national arts service organization (RNASO);
• a registered museum;
• a registered cultural or communications organization; or
• a recognized political education organization.

Where appropriate, we use the expressions
• charity, museum, cultural or communications organization, 

political education organization or organization to designate 
the above‑mentioned organizations;

• other organizations with the same tax status to designate 
all organizations similar to the organization for which you are 
filing the information return. For example, if you are filing for 
– a registered charity, this expression means another 

registered charity;
– a registered museum, this expression means another 

registered museum.

Submit your completed return, within six months after the 
end of the taxation year, to the address that is closest to the 
organization’s place of business:

Revenu Québec 
3800, rue de Marly 
Québec (Québec) G1X 4A5

Revenu Québec 
C. P. 3000, succursale Place‑Desjardins 
Montréal (Québec) H5B 1A4

Registered national arts service organization 
(RNASO)
An RNASO is an organization that is registered with the Minister 
of National Revenue. It is entitled to the same tax benefits as a 
charity that is a charitable organization and must fulfill the same 
obligations as a charitable organization.

An RNASO is deemed to be registered as such by Revenu Québec. 
It is therefore required to file an information return that includes 
Schedule A.

Note
In the return and the guide, references to an “organization,” 
“charity” or “charitable organization” apply to an RNASO, 
unless otherwise indicated. Likewise, “charitable activities” 
include the activities described in the governing documents 
of an RNASO.
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1.3 Filing Method
As a rule, a paper version of the information return is filed by using 
the form prescribed by the Deputy Minister of Revenue.

Computer-generated return

Users of software packages
Before purchasing a software package, users must make sure 
that the software developer has obtained an authorization 
number for computer‑generated forms from Revenu Québec. 
For more information, see the guide Information for Software 
Users (IN‑413.A‑V). This guide is available on our website at 
www.revenu.gouv.qc.ca.

Software package developers
Developers of software packages that generate forms must meet 
the requirements set forth in the guide IN‑413.A‑V to obtain an 
authorization number from Revenu Québec.

Dynamic PDF return
You may also file the return using a dynamic PDF file available on 
our website (www.revenu.gouv.qc.ca). Complete it onscreen and 
then print it out. You cannot submit the dynamic PDF return online.
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2 Definitions and explanations

• It devotes all of its resources to its charitable activities (see the 
definition of “activities” and the note below).

• As a rule, it does not pay or otherwise make available any 
portion of its income to its proprietors, members, shareholders, 
trustees or settlors (see the definition of “income”).

• Less than 50% of its directors, officers, trustees or like officials 
deal at arm’s length
– with each other;
– with each of the other directors, officers, trustees or like 

officials; and
– with a person that contributed amounts representing more 

than 50% of the organization’s capital, or with each of 
the members of a non‑arm’s length group of persons that 
contributed such amounts.

• If more than 50% of the capital was contributed by one person, 
the organization is not controlled, in any way whatsoever, by 
this person or by members of a non‑arm’s length group of 
persons one of whom does not deal at arm’s length with this 
person.

Notes
• A charitable organization is deemed to devote its resources 

to its charitable activities where 
– it carries on a business related to its objectives;
– the amount of its gifts to qualified donees does not 

exceed 50% of its income for the year (this 50% limit 
does not apply to gifts made to an associated charity).

• In this definition, the terms “person” and “group of persons” 
do not include the Government of Canada or a provincial 
government, a municipality, a charity registered as a charit‑
able organization or a public foundation, or a club, society 
or association that is exempt from income tax.

Designated gift
A gift or portion of a gift that a registered charity makes to another 
registered charity in a fiscal period and reports as a designated 
gift on line 37.1 of its information return for that fiscal period.

Note
The donor charity cannot consider a designated gift to be an 
expense made to satisfy its own disbursement quota. The gift 
cannot therefore be included on line 111 of the donor’s Schedule 
A. The donee charity does not have to spend an amount equal 
to the gift during the fiscal period following the period in which 
the gift was received (line 130 of the donee’s Schedule A).

Activities
Activities that an organization carries on in accordance with the 
objectives described in its governing documents. They include 
charitable, artistic and cultural activities, and (in the case of an 
organization promoting Québec sovereignty or Canadian unity) 
promotional activities.

Amount of the advantage
The value, at the time a gift is transferred, of any service, compensa‑
tion or other benefit that the donor (or a person with whom the 
donor does not deal at arm’s length) obtains (or is entitled to 
obtain) immediately or in the future, absolutely or conditionally, 
in recognition of the gift or as partial consideration for the gift.

Note
Where the amount of the advantage does not exceed 80% 
of the value of the transferred property, the transfer of the 
property is recognized as a gift. In exceptional circumstances, 
where the amount of the advantage exceeds this percentage, 
the transfer may still be recognized as a gift, provided the donor 
can reasonably demonstrate the intention of making a gift.

Arm’s length
The term “at arm’s length” describes a relationship in which persons 
act independently of each other or are not related. 

Related persons do not deal at arm’s length. They include
• individuals related by blood, marriage or adoption;
• an organization and

– the person who controls it,
– a person who is a member of a related group that controls 

the organization, or
– a person related to one of the persons mentioned above.

Associated charities
A registered charity designated by the CRA as a charity associated 
with one or more registered charities further to an application for 
designation filed with the CRA. In such a case, you must enclose a 
copy of the application and a copy of the CRA’s decision with the 
information return (form TP‑985.22‑V) filed for the year in which 
the decision was rendered.

Charitable organization
A charity that may or may not be incorporated and that meets 
the following conditions:
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Director
A member of the organization’s governing body, such as the chair, 
treasurer, secretary, or a trustee. Any other similar official.

Disbursement quota 
The minimum amount that an organization must spend in a fiscal 
period on attaining its objectives.

Note
The disbursement quota corresponds to 3.5% of the average 
value of the property (other than the property accumulated 
with our authorization) that the organization owned at any 
time in the 24 months preceding the fiscal period concerned, 
but did not use for its activities or for administrative purposes.

Eligible amount of a gift
The value of the property given or, if an advantage is obtained in 
recognition of the gift or as a partial consideration for the gift, the 
value of the property given minus the amount of the advantage.

Note
The usufruct or right of use that the donor reserves when making 
a gift of bare ownership of cultural property or a work of art is 
not considered an advantage. However, the value of the gift is 
reduced in proportion to the duration of the usufruct or right 
of use (see section 4.1.4). 

Foundation (public or private)
A charity that is either a corporation or a trust and that meets 
both of the following requirements:
• It is established and operated exclusively for charitable purposes 

that include the payment of funds to qualified donees.
• As a rule, it does not pay or otherwise make available any part 

of its income to its proprietors, members, shareholders, trustees 
or settlers (see the definition of “income”).

Public foundation
To be considered a public foundation, the organization must meet 
the following requirements:
• No more than 50% of the directors, officers, trustees or like 

officials deal at arm’s length
– with each other;
– with each of the other directors, officers, trustees or like 

officials; and
– with a person that contributed amounts representing more 

than 50% of the organization’s capital or with each of 
the members of a non‑arm’s length group of persons that 
contributed such amounts.

• If more than 50% of the capital was contributed by one person, 
the organization is not controlled, in any way whatsoever, by 
this person or by members of a non‑arm’s‑length group of 
persons one of whom does not deal at arm’s length with this 
person.

In this definition, a reference to a person or a group of persons does 
not include the Government of Canada or a provincial government, 
a municipality, a charity registered as a charitable organization 
or a public foundation, or a club, society or association that is 
exempt from income tax.

Gift
A transfer of property (in cash or in kind) carried out with the 
genuine intention of making a gift. Property so transferred. 

Notes
• Advantage received in recognition for or as partial 

consideration for the gift
 If the donor (or a person with whom the donor does not deal 

at arm’s length) receives such an advantage, the amount 
of the advantage must not exceed 80% of the value of the 
gift, unless the donor demonstrates that there was a firm 
intention to make a gift.

• Exclusions
 Gifts do not include the following:

– payments made to the organization to rent its property; 
– services provided to the organization (except where 

an amount reimbursed by the organization for certain 
expenses incurred by a volunteer providing services to the 
organization is returned, such an amount is considered 
a gift);

– pledges (pledges become gifts only when honoured).

Gift in kind
A gift of property, other than money. A gift in kind may be mer‑
chandise, a work of art, furniture, equipment, land, a building, etc.

Governing documents
Documents that officially constitute an organization and govern its 
activities (letters patent, a certificate or instrument of incorporation, 
articles of association, a constitution, a trust deed, by‑laws, etc.).

Income
For a charity:
The amount by which the total of the amounts received in a fiscal 
period exceeds the total expenditures incurred to obtain the 
amounts. The amounts received include gifts, other than 
• designated gifts;
• gifts of capital received by way of bequest or inheritance;
• gifts received subject to a stipulation that the property in 

question (or substituted property) must be held for at least 
10 years;

• gifts received by a religious order, or by the body that administers 
the property of a religious order, where the gifts are made by a 
member of the religious order who has taken a vow of perpetual 
poverty;
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• gifts received from another charity, where they are reported 
by the donor as designated gifts, or do not constitute income 
of the donor; and

• gifts for which the charity did not and will not issue official 
receipts (for example, gifts from anonymous or tax‑exempt 
donors, or amounts from collection boxes).

For a museum, a cultural or communications organization or a 
political education organization:
The amount by which the organization’s total revenue exceeds 
the total expenditures incurred to obtain the revenue, assuming 
the organization did not realize a capital gain or sustain a capital 
loss to be reported on line 22.

Non-qualifying security
Any security (share, bond, etc.) that is not listed on a prescribed 
stock exchange and whose issuer and owner are not dealing at 
arm’s length with each other.

Officer
Senior manager, in charge of managing the organization’s daily 
activities. 

Qualified donee
Where the donor is a charity, a qualified donee may be
• the Government of Canada or a provincial government;
• a municipality in Canada;
• a municipal or public body performing a function of government 

in Canada;
• a registered Québec or Canadian amateur athletic association;
• a registered cultural or communications organization;
• a recognized political education organization;
• a tax‑exempt housing corporation resident in Canada and 

incorporated exclusively for the purpose of providing low‑cost 
accommodation to senior citizens;

• the United Nations and its agencies;
• a prescribed foreign university whose student body ordinarily 

includes Canadians;
• a foreign charitable organization to which the Government 

of Canada or a provincial government made a gift during the 
fiscal period for which the information return is being filed or 
during the 12‑month period preceding that fiscal period;

• the Agence de la Francophonie and its subsidiary organizations;
• a recognized educational institution;
• another registered charity (or a similar organization whose 

principal mission in Québec is the conservation of ecological 
heritage, if the gift is qualified property).

Where the donor is a cultural or communications organization, 
a qualified donee may be
• the Government of Canada or a provincial government;
• an institution or public authority designated under the Cultural 

Property Export and Import Act;
• a certified archival centre; 
• a registered museum;
• a municipality in Canada;
• a municipal or public body performing a function of government 

in Canada;
• a registered national arts service organization (RNASO);
• another registered cultural or communications organization 

constituted for purposes similar to those of the donor.

Where the donor is a museum, a qualified donee may be
• the Government of Canada or a provincial government;
• a municipality in Canada;
• a municipal or public body performing a function of government 

in Canada;
• an institution or public authority designated under the Cultural 

Property Export and Import Act;
• a certified archival centre; 
• a registered national arts service organization (RNASO);
• a registered cultural or communications organization;
• another registered museum constituted for purposes similar to 

those of the donor.

Where the donor is a political education organization, a qualified 
donee may be 
• another recognized political education organization constituted 

for purposes similar to those of the donor.

Recognized political education organization
A non‑profit organization that we have recognized on the 
recommendation of the Minister responsible for the Reform of 
Democratic Institutions and having as mission the promotion of 
Québec sovereignty or Canadian unity through educational means.

Note
As a rule, the organization does not pay or otherwise make 
available any portion of its income to its proprietors, members 
or shareholders (see the definition of “income”).

Registered charity
A charity whose registration we have approved. The charity may 
be registered as a charitable organization, a public foundation or 
a private foundation.
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Notes 

• Change in designation 
 Even if a charity is already registered in one of the above 

categories, its designation may be changed on its own 
request or at our discretion. For example, a registered charity 
may apply to be designated as a public foundation rather 
than a private foundation.

• Registered national arts service organization (RNASO) 
 In the information return and this guide, an RNASO is 

considered to be a charity registered as a charitable 
organization.

• Effective date of registration
 As a rule, a charity is deemed to have been registered in 

Québec on the day it was registered by the Canada Revenue 
Agency (CRA) if, within 30 days following confirmation of 
that registration, the organization sends us a duly completed 
copy of form TP‑985.5‑V, Application for Registration: Char‑
ities, Museums, Cultural or Communications Organizations 
and Québec or Canadian Amateur Athletic Associations, 
and encloses the required documents (including a copy of 
the CRA’s registration notice). RNASOs are not required to 
file form TP‑985.5‑V.

Registered cultural or communications 
organization
A non‑profit organization that we registered as a cultural or 
communications organization on the recommendation of the 
Minister of Culture, Communications and the Status of Women. 

Note
As a rule, the organization does not pay or otherwise make 
available any portion of its income to its proprietors, members 
or shareholders (see the definition of “income”).

Registered museum
An organization that is not a registered charity or a registered 
cultural or communications organization, that obtained the 
status of a recognized museum from the Ministère de la Culture, 
des Communications et de la Condition féminine, that we then 
registered. 

Taxation year
The fiscal period of an organization, that is, the period at the end 
of which the organization closes its books and draws up its annual 
financial statements. 

Note
A taxation year must not exceed 12 months or, in the case of 
a corporation, 53 weeks.
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3  Special cases: Relief with regard to expenditures and 
restrictions related to political activities

3.2 Accumulated property
If the organization needs to accumulate property for a specific 
purpose (for example, to raise funds for a major project), you can 
ask us for authorization to do so. The value of the property ac‑
cumulated with our authorization is not included in the calculation 
of the disbursement quota (line 100 of Schedule A or line 200 of 
Schedule B, as applicable).

The request must indicate the organization’s objective in ac‑
cumulating the property, the period during which the property is 
to be accumulated, and the dates of the project.

Once authorization to accumulate property has been obtained, 
the organization must keep track of the amounts accumulated for 
each fiscal period (see lines 70 to 75 on page 4 of the information 
return).

3.3 Political activities
Charities that use their resources for political activities must take 
certain restrictions into account.

A charitable organization must devote all of its resources to its 
charitable activities (see the definition of “charitable organization” 
in Chapter 2). Similarly, a public or private foundation must be 
created and operated exclusively for charitable purposes.

If a charity is involved in political activities, the activities must 
be incidental, directly related to its charitable activities and non‑
partisan in nature. Thus, if a charity devotes substantially all of its 
resources to charitable activities and only a portion to political 
activities, that portion is deemed to be devoted to charitable 
activities, provided the political activities
• are incidental to the charity’s charitable activities; and 
• do not constitute direct or indirect support of or opposition to 

any political party or candidate for public office.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe two situations in which an organiza‑
tion can ask us to grant relief with regard to expenditures on its 
activities, so that the organization can meet its disbursement 
quota. Section 3.3 covers the restrictions applicable to a charity 
that uses part of its resources for political activities.

3.1 Amount determined by Revenu 
Québec

Under exceptional circumstances, an organization may ask us 
to consider an amount to be spent by the organization for its 
activities in a given fiscal period. To make this request, you must 
duly complete and submit form TP‑985.2.2‑V, Determination of 
an Amount Deemed Spent.

By filing form TP‑985.2.2‑V, an organization that is unable to meet 
its disbursement quota for the fiscal period because of special or 
unusual circumstances beyond its control can avoid having its 
registration or recognition revoked. In addition, if the organization 
is a museum, cultural or communications organization or political 
education organization, it will not be required to pay a special tax 
for a disbursement shortfall or it will have to pay a lower amount 
of the special tax (see section 5.3). 

Once we have determined the amount, you must enter it on 
line 112 of Schedule A or line 212 of Schedule B, as applicable.
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4 Receipts and records

4.1.2 Receipts for works of art
An organization may issue an official receipt when it receives the 
gift of a work of art as part of its primary mission. It may also issue 
an official receipt if it is a museum. Otherwise, an organization 
may issue an official receipt only if it disposes of the work of art 
by December 31 of the fifth calendar year following the year 
in which the gift was made. 

The official receipt must include the required information listed 
in section 4.1.1, as well as
• the date of disposition of the work of art;
• the amount deemed to be the consideration for the work of 

art; and
• the FMV of the work of art at the time of disposition; and
• the amount of the gift, which is equal to the lower of the 

amounts referred to in the previous two points. 

4.1.3 Receipts for non-qualifying securities
An organization that receives a non‑qualifying security as a gift 
may issue an official receipt if, within five years following the 
acquisition of the security, it sells the security or the security ceases 
to be a non‑qualifying security.

4.1.4 Value of a gift of bare ownership of 
cultural property or a work of art

If a donor makes a gift of bare ownership of cultural property or a 
work of art, the organization must calculate the value of the gift 
on the basis of the duration of the usufruct or the right of use.

If the duration of the usufruct or right of use is based on the 
life expectancy of the donor, the value of the gift is equal to 
the FMV of the property multiplied by one of the following rates:
• 25%, for a donor aged 24 or under;
• 31%, for a donor aged 25 to 29;
• 38%, for a donor aged 30 to 34;
• 44%, for a donor aged 35 to 39;
• 50%, for a donor aged 40 to 44;
• 56%, for a donor aged 45 to 49;
• 62%, for a donor aged 50 to 54;
• 68%, for a donor aged 55 to 59;
• 73%, for a donor aged 60 to 64;
• 78%, for a donor aged 65 to 69;
• 83%, for a donor aged 70 to 74;
• 87%, for a donor aged 75 to 79;
• 91%, for a donor aged 80 or over.

4.1 Official receipts
Only receipts issued for income tax purposes allow donors to 
claim a deduction or credit on their income tax return. The words 
“OFFICIAL RECEIPT” must appear on such receipts.

4.1.1 Required information
The following information must be clearly written on official receipts:
• the registration number (that is, the Business Number (BN) 

assigned by the CRA), in the case of a charity;
• the identification number we assigned to the arts organization 

or political education organization;
• the organization’s name and address;
• the sequence number of the receipt;
• the place and date of issue;
• the date the gift was received;
• a brief description of the property (for a gift in kind) and, if 

applicable, the name and address of the appraiser;
• the donor’s name and address; 
• the value of the gift, that is, the amount given (for a gift in 

cash) or the FMV at the time of the gift (for a gift in kind); 
• a description and the amount of any advantage received in 

recognition of the gift or as partial consideration for the gift; 
and

• the eligible amount of the gift.

Each official receipt must bear the signature of the person authorized 
by the organization to acknowledge receipt of donations.

Notes
• Other donation receipts 
 A receipt for a gift made by another organization must 

bear the words “NOT AN OFFICIAL RECEIPT.” The same 
words must appear on receipts issued to donors who are 
not claiming tax benefits for their gifts.

• Recognition of certain official receipts where a charity’s 
registration is revoked 

 When a charity is registered by the CRA, we consider the 
charity registered as well for the purposes of Québec income 
tax, under certain conditions. If the CRA revokes the charity’s 
registration, we consider official receipts issued before the 
revocation to be valid.

• Pledges 
 An official receipt can be issued only when a pledge is 

honoured.
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If the usufruct or right of use is for a fixed period, regardless 
of the donor’s life expectancy, the value of the gift is equal to 
the FMV of the property multiplied by one of the following rates:
• 87%, where the period is 10 years or less;
• 74%, where the period is from 11 to 20 years;
• 61%, where the period is 21 years or more. 

4.1.5 Gift from a trust
If a person (the donor) transfers a property to a trust and it is 
evident that the organization will eventually hold full ownership of 
the property, we consider that the organization received from the 
donor capital interest in the trust. You may then issue an official 
receipt in the name of the donor.

You must meet the requirement mentioned in section 4.1.3 if the 
organization is a private foundation that is considered to have 
received, after March 18, 2007, a gift of a capital interest in a 
trust in the circumstances mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 
further to a transfer of non-qualifying securities by a donor that 
is a person affiliated to the trust.

In general, the value of a gift of interest in a trust is equal to the 
FMV of the property at the time of the gift. You must however 
take into account other parameters to value the gift, for example,
• the value of the advantage granted to the donor or a person not 

dealing at arm's length with the donor for a gift or as partial 
consideration for the gift, if the organization granted such an 
advantage;

• the duration of the usufruct or right of use, if the gift is a bare 
ownership of a cultural property or a work of art.

4.1.6 Reduction of the FMV of a gift
Within five years after a donor makes a gift of property to an 
organization, you must adjust the value of the gift in question if 
• the organization holds a non‑qualifying security received from 

the same donor in the five years prior to the gift. The value of the 
gift must therefore be reduced by the FMV of the consideration 
paid by the organization to acquire the non‑qualifying security; 
or

• the organization allows the same donor (or a person or a 
partnership not dealing at arm's length with the donor) to 
use one of its properties, under an agreement entered into 
in the five years prior to the gift and the gift was not used in 
the organization's charitable activities. The value of the gift is 
reduced by the FMV of the property in question.

In this case, replace the old receipt by a new one on which you enter 
the adjusted value of the gift and the other information required.

Note
For a gift of a non‑qualifying security to a charitable organiza‑
tion or a public foundation, the rules mentioned in the second 
paragraph apply only if the donor deals at arm’s length with the 
organization or with each director, officer and similiar official 
of the organization.

4.1.7 Replacement or cancellation of official 
receipts

If a previously issued receipt has to be replaced, the new receipt 
must have a note to the effect that it “REPLACES RECEIPT NO.” 
(followed by the sequence number of the original receipt).

Invalid receipts must be marked “CANCELLED” and kept, along 
with their duplicates. We consider a receipt to be invalid if the 
information it contains is illegible, inaccurate or in any way 
ambiguous.

4.2 Books and records 
An organization must keep adequate registers and supporting 
documents, including duplicates of donation receipts, and retain 
them for audit purposes. Registers and documents must contain 
all the information required by the Minister of Revenue to 
determine whether there are grounds for imposing sanctions on 
the organization (suspending its power to issue official receipts 
or revoking its registration or recognition).
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5 Sanctions and special taxes 

• One of the main purposes for which the organization has made 
a transaction (including a gift to another organization) is to 
avoid or unduly delay expenditures for its activities.

• It is reasonable to conclude that the organization has accepted 
a gift from another organization in a concerted action to unduly 
delay expenditures for the latter's activities.

• An official receipt issued by the organization contains false 
information or does not comply with the provisions of the 
Taxation Act or the Regulation respecting the Taxation Act (see 
section 4.1).

• The organization does not keep registers and supporting 
documents, or does not keep them in an adequate manner 
(see section 4.2).

Charity
A charity may also have its registration revoked if it
• carries on a business (a charitable organization or a public 

foundation may carry on a business related to its objectives, 
or a business in which all or substantially all of the employees 
are not remunerated by the organization or foundation); 

• did not spend, in a given fiscal period, for activities related 
to its objectives an amount equal to the fair market value 
(FMV) of the gift that another organization not dealing at 
arm’s length with the organization made during the previous 
fiscal period. This requirement only applies to a registered 
charity that receives such a gift, unless the gift is reported 
by the other charity as a designated gift; or

• has made a false statement in its application for registration, 
in circumstances amounting to culpable conduct.

“False statement” means a statement that is misleading because 
of an omission from the statement.

“Culpable conduct” means an act or a failure to act which, 
as applicable:
• is tantamount to intentional conduct;
• shows an indifference as to whether the Taxation Act is 

complied with;
• shows a wilful, reckless or wanton disregard of the Taxation 

Act.

5.3 Special tax for a disbursement 
shortfall

As a rule, museums, cultural or communications organizations and 
political education organizations must pay a special tax if they 
have not spent an amount equal to the disbursement quota for 
the fiscal period (lines 220 and 221 of Schedule B). 

This special tax is equal to the additional amount that organizations 
should have spent in order to fulfill the obligation. The tax must 
be paid within six months after the end of the fiscal period.

This chapter presents the circumstances under which we impose 
sanctions on organizations that have not fulfilled their obligations, 
or under which we require payment of a special tax. In certain 
cases, we may impose an intermediate sanction consisting in the 
suspension of the right to issue official receipts. In other cases, 
the organization’s registration or recognition may be revoked. 

An organization may file a notice of objection if its receipting 
privileges are suspended or its registration or recognition is revoked. 
For more information, contact us.

5.1 Suspension of receipting 
privileges

An organization’s right to issue official receipts may be temporarily 
suspended if the organization
• has not complied with requirements with regard to keeping 

and retaining registers; or
• has accepted a gift on behalf of another organization whose 

receipting privileges have been suspended.

We notify the organization of our decision to temporarily suspend 
its receipting privileges by registered mail. This sanction applies 
for one year as of the eighth day following the sending of the 
notice. The organization must then inform all potential donors that, 
further to the decision, gifts made during that period will not give 
entitlement to any tax benefit (deduction or credit). 

5.2 Revocation of registration or 
recognition

The circumstances under which we may revoke an organization’s 
registration or recognition include the following:
• The organization requests the revocation.
• The organization fails to file an information return (form 

TP‑985.22‑V) or files the return after the filing date provided 
for in the Taxation Act (that is, six months after the end of each 
fiscal period).

• In a given fiscal period, the organization does not incur 
expenditures for programs related to its objectives that are at 
least equal to the disbursement quota for the fiscal period;

• Where the organization received during a given fiscal period 
a gift of property from another organization with which it is 
not dealing at arm's length and did not spend, before the end 
of the subsequent fiscal period, an amount equal to the FMV 
of the property for activities related to its objectives and for 
gifts to qualified donees with which the organization is dealing 
at arm's length. However, if the organization is a registered 
charity, this requirement does not apply for a designated gift.

• The organization has made gifts that are not in keeping with its 
activities, or it has made gifts to a donee that is not a qualified 
donee.
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6 Instructions for completing the information return

• the cash method of accounting, enter the revenue actually 
received and the expenditures actually paid.

6.2.1 Gifts and other revenue
Enter on lines 12 to 14 the gifts received by the organization 
during the fiscal period. 

Gifts or revenue in a foreign currency must be converted to Canadian 
dollars, using the exchange rate in effect at the time the gift was 
made or the revenue received.

Lines 12 and 12.1
Enter on line 12 the total eligible amount of gifts for which the 
organization issued official receipts during its previous fiscal 
period. Do not include gifts received from another organization 
with the same tax status, which must be entered on line 13 (for 
example, a registered museum that received a gift from another 
registered museum). If an organization received gifts from an 
organization that does not have the same tax status, the gifts 
should be included in the amounts entered in line 12 (for example, 
a registered museum that received a gift from a registered charity).

You must include, for instance, the eligible amounts of
• gifts in cash;
• gifts of furniture, immovable property, investment securities or 

works of art;
• gifts received by way of inheritance or bequest;
• ten‑year gifts;
• gifts derived from life insurance policies (along with any 

premiums that continue to be paid by the donor), registered 
retirement savings plans or registered retirement income funds;

• gifts in the form of annuity contracts.

Notes
• Gift of a work of art. 
 An organization may issue an official receipt when it receives 

the gift of a work of art as part of its primary mission. It may 
also issue an official receipt if it is a museum. Otherwise, 
an organization may issue an official receipt only at the 
time it sells the work of art if the work of art is sold before 
December 31 of the fifth calendar year following the year 
in which the gift was made. If this restriction prevents the 
organization from issuing an official receipt under the Taxa‑
tion Act, but it has issued an official receipt in accordance 
with the Income Tax Act (Revised Statutes of Canada [1985], 
chapter 1 [5th Supplement]), the gift must be included in the 
amount on line 12. If the work of art is disposed of within 
the five‑year period and an official receipt is issued under 
the Taxation Act, the gift should not be included again on 
line 12.

6.1 Identification

Registered charity, registered cultural or communications 
organization or registered museum
Enter the applicable registration number: 
• for a charity, the Business Number (BN) assigned by the 

CRA;
• for a museum or cultural or communications organization, 

the registration number that we assigned.

Recognized political education organization
Enter the identification number that we assigned.

Line 5
Enter the start date and end date of the fiscal period covered by 
the information return.

The dates of an organization’s fiscal period cannot be changed 
without our authorization. However, authorization is not required 
where the fiscal period is shortened because the organization has 
ceased its activities.

Line 7
If you checked yes, enclose a letter with your return, requesting 
that the organization’s registration or recognition, as applicable, 
be revoked. Please specify the reasons for the request, if you have 
not already done so.

Line 8
If you are completing the information return for a charity, check 
box 8.1, 8.2 or 8.3 to indicate whether the charity was designated 
or registered as a charitable organization, public foundation or 
private foundation.

If you are completing the return for a registered national arts 
service organization (RNASO), check box 8.1.

6.2 Financial information
You must enclose a copy of the organization’s financial statements 
with the information return. These include a statement of revenue 
and expenditures, a statement of assets and liabilities, and a 
breakdown of revenue by source. You must also complete Part 2 
of the return.

If the organization uses
• the accrual method of accounting, enter the revenue 

received and the expenditures incurred during the fiscal period. 
However, take pledges into account only if they have been 
honoured in the fiscal period;
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• Gift in the form of an annuity contract. 
 If the only advantage for the donor is to receive annuities for 

a certain time, the organization may issue an official receipt 
for the year of the gift. The eligible amount of the gift is the 
amount by which the amount the donor pays to a charitable 
organization exceeds the price that the donor would pay for 
an annuity to finance the guaranteed payments expected 
from the organization, if the donor purchased the annuity 
from a person with whom he or she deals at arm’s length.

Enter on line 12.1 the total amount of tuition fees included in the 
amount on line 12.

Lines 13 and 13.1
Enter on line 13 the total amount of gifts received from other 
organizations with the same tax status (for example, a registered 
charity that receives a gift from another registered charity), whether 
or not the organizations are associated with the organization.

Enter on line 13.1 the total amount of gifts that the donor charities 
reported as designated gifts.

Line 14
Enter the total amount of gifts for which the charity did not and 
will not issue official receipts (for example, gifts from tax‑exempt 
organizations and entities, anonymous donors or collection boxes).

Do not include gifts received from other organizations (line 13), 
or grants or payments received from the federal government, a 
provincial government, or a municipal or regional administration 
(line 15).

Lines 15 to 15.3
On line 15, enter the gross amount of grants, contributions and 
other payments received from the federal government, a provincial 
government, or a municipal or regional administration. Include 
revenue from the supply of property and services to government 
and administrative entities.

Provide a breakdown of the gross amount on lines 15.1 to15.3.

Line 16
Enter the total amount of income from all sources outside Canada 
for which the organization did not issue official receipts.

Line 17
Enter the total amount of gross investment income (interest and 
dividends). This income must be reported even if the organization 
received no relevant RL slips or information slips.

Income in a foreign currency must be converted to Canadian 
dollars, using the exchange rate in effect at the time the income 
was received.

Line 18
Enter the total amount of gross rental income (rental of land 
or buildings), regardless of whether the rental is related to the 
organization’s objectives.

Line 19
Enter the total amount of membership fees or dues (for which 
the organization did not issue official receipts), other than those 
reported as gifts on line 12.

Line 20
Enter the total amount of gross income from fund‑raising 
activities (for which the organization did not issue official 
receipts), including activities carried out by the organization 
itself (subscription campaigns, sales of lottery tickets, auctions, 
fund‑raising dinners, golf tournaments, etc.) and activities carried 
out by hired fund‑raisers. Do not include revenue reported as 
gifts on lines 12, 13 and 14.

Line 21
Enter the total amount of gross income from the regular sale of 
goods and services such as
• academic, religious or other instruction;
• child‑care services;
• courses or seminars; and
• magazine subscriptions.

Do not include revenue reported elsewhere, for example, on line 12 
(gifts received as tuition fees), line 15 (revenue from government 
sources) or line 20 (revenue from fund‑raising activities).

Line 22
Capital gains and losses result from the sale of property (land, 
buildings, securities, works of art, etc.) other than a sale made in 
the course of carrying on a business.

Generally, a capital gain or loss is determined by subtracting the 
total of the following amounts from the selling price of the property:
• the adjusted cost base of the property (that is, the acquisition 

cost of the property, plus expenses incurred for its acquisition, 
the cost of additions and, if applicable, the cost of certain 
adjustments); and 

• the expenses incurred for the sale of the property (surveying 
and appraisal costs, brokerage and legal fees, etc.).

If the result is positive, the organization has realized a capital 
gain. If the result is negative, the organization has sustained a 
capital loss. 

Add all capital gains and losses, and enter the net amount on 
line 22. If the net amount is negative, enter it in parentheses.
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Line 23
Enter the total amount of all other income that was not indicated 
on previous lines. Examples include the amount of a grant that is 
not considered to be a gift or is not from a government source, 
and rental income earned on property other than buildings or land.

6.2.2 Expenditures and gifts to qualified 
donees

Enter the expenditures for the various programs directed by the 
organization.

Lines 25 to 36.4
Enter the total amount of each type of expenditure, as follows:
• on line 25, expenditures incurred for advertising and promoting 

the organization, its programs and fund‑raising activities, 
including related costs for entertainment and meals;

• on line 26, expenditures incurred for travel and vehicle use;
• on line 27, interest and other carrying charges;
• on line 28, office expenditures and supplies, including 

stationery, communications costs (mail, telephone, Internet) 
and expenditures related to meetings;

• on line 29, expenditures related to the occupation of premises, 
including office rental, the cost of heating, electricity and light‑
ing, the cost of maintenance and repairs, taxes and mortgage 
payments;

• on line 30, fees for professionals and consultants, such as 
accountants, lawyers and fund‑raisers;

• on line 31, expenditures for training personnel and volunteers, 
including costs related to courses, seminars and conferences;

• on line 32, remuneration paid to the organization’s staff (wages, 
salaries, benefits and fees);

• on line 33, the cost of supplies and property purchased by the 
organization during the fiscal period or received as gifts, if the 
supplies and property were used during the fiscal period;

• on line 34, research grants, bursaries and scholarships paid as 
part of the organization’s objectives;

• on line 35, expenditures that you cannot include on the 
preceding lines (premiums for a life insurance policy received 
as a gift, if the organization was both owner and beneficiary 
of the policy; permits and membership dues; amortization of 
capital property; etc.).

On lines 36.1 to 36.4, enter the portion of the above expenditures 
that pertains to
• activities related to the organization’s objectives (line 36.1);
• management and general administration (line 36.2);
• fund‑raising activities (line 36.3);
• non‑partisan political activities (line 36.4). See section 3.3 for 

more information. Expenses incurred in order to debate an 
issue directly related to the organization’s objectives must be 
included in the amount on line 36.1.

Lines 37 and 37.1
Enter on line 37 the total amount of gifts made to qualified donees.

Enter on line 37.1 (for registered charities), the amount of gifts 
to other registered charities that the organization is reporting as 
designated gifts.

Charitable organization
A charitable organization must not pay more than 50% of its 
annual income to qualified donees, unless the qualified donees 
are associated charities.

6.2.3 Assets and liabilities
Determine the value of assets and liabilities as at the end date 
of the fiscal period.

Assets
The value of the organization’s property may be based on its 
purchase price. If you use another method, enclose an explanatory 
note. For non‑cash gifts, indicate the FMV at the time of the gift. 
This is the value that must be indicated on the official receipts 
issued by the organization.

Line 40
Enter the total amount of the organization’s liquid assets. Include 
amounts in bank accounts or held by representatives of the 
organization and any other property that can be quickly converted 
into cash (short‑term deposits, promissory notes, etc.).

Line 41
• In the case of a charity, enter the total amount receivable from 

founders, officers, directors, members, shareholders and trustees, 
and from organizations not dealing at arm’s length with such 
persons. Include loans made to these persons or organizations 
and amounts owing on goods or services sold to these persons 
or organizations.

• In the case of a museum, a cultural or communications organiza‑
tion or a political education organization, enter the total amount 
receivable from proprietors, members and shareholders.

Line 42
Enter the total of the other amounts receivable. Include amounts 
payable on goods and services sold by the organization to persons 
and organizations other than those covered on line 41 or on 
property rented to such persons and organizations, and debts that 
have been outstanding for one year or less (including the current 
portion of long‑term investments).
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Line 43
Enter the value of all the organization’s long‑term investments 
(investments issued for a term of more than one year). These may 
include investment certificates, shares, bonds, loans, mortgages 
and other securities, as well as the redemption value of life 
insurance policies.

Do not include amounts receivable that are included on lines 41 
and 42. Do not include the value of capital property, which must 
be included on line 45.

Line 44
Enter the value of inventory used in attaining the organization’s 
objectives. 

Inventory includes property intended for sale, property in the 
course of production, and property used by the organization in 
supplying services.

Line 45
Enter the value of capital property, including immovable property 
(land and buildings), vehicles, equipment and furniture.

Line 46
Enter the value of all other assets.

Liabilities
Line 50
Enter the total amount owing for
• salaries and wages, goods purchased and services received;
• contributions, gifts, grants, scholarships, awards, etc., that were 

pledged by the organization but have not yet been paid out;
• short‑term debts; and
• the current portion of long‑term debts.

Line 51
Enter the total amount owing to founders, officers, directors, 
members, shareholders and trustees, or to organizations not 
dealing at arm’s length with these persons. Include repayable 
loans and mortgages, as well as amounts owing to these persons 
or organizations for goods or services purchased.

Line 52
Enter the total amount owing to persons or organizations other 
than those included on line 51, for goods or services purchased 
or for the portion of a government subsidy that the organization 
must repay.

Line 53
Enter the amount of all other liabilities, including long‑term debts 
such as loans, mortgages or notes.

6.3 Remuneration
In Part 3 of the information return, enter all remuneration paid 
in the fiscal period to the organization’s employees, directors 
and officers. Include the value of any benefits (such as housing, 
transportation, and low‑interest or interest‑free loans) granted 
to these persons.

A reimbursement of the expenditures incurred by the above persons 
in performing their duties, or by volunteers, does not constitute 
remuneration.

Line 60
Enter the average number of employees remunerated per day during 
the fiscal period. If the number of employees increases during 
certain periods, enter instead the average number of employees 
per day during these periods.

If all of the organization’s activities are carried out by volunteers, 
that is, by non‑remunerated personnel, enter 0.

Lines 61.1 to 61.4
If the organization paid remuneration, use the brackets on lines 61.1 
to 61.4 to break down the number of highest‑paid positions 
(maximum 5 positions).

Line 62
If the organization did not remunerate any of its directors, check no 
on line 62. A reimbursement of the expenses incurred by a director 
in carrying out his or her duties does not constitute remuneration.

If you checked yes, attach a separate sheet with the additional 
information specified on the return.

Line 63
Check the appropriate box on line 63 to indicate whether the 
organization transferred a portion of its income or property to 
the persons or organizations listed.

6.4 Summary of gifts to qualified 
donees

If the organization made gifts to qualified donees, you must 
provide the required information. The terms “qualified donee” and 
“designated gift” are defined in Chapter 2 of the guide.

6.5 Directors
You must provide the required information about the organization’s 
directors.
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6.6 Other information
You must provide the required information about the organization’s 
operation and track the accumulated property. 

Changes to the governing documents (6.1)
If changes were made to the governing documents during the 
fiscal period (for example, a change to the organization’s name, 
its objectives or the rules governing its activities), enclose a copy 
of the official document attesting to the changes.

By “copy of the official document attesting to the changes,” we 
mean a photocopy of the documents describing any changes to 
the governing documents and containing
• proof that the changes have been approved, if the organization 

is incorporated and therefore must have the changes approved 
by the competent provincial or federal authority; or

• the effective date of the changes and the signature of at least 
three current directors of the organization, in all other cases.

Receipts for the sale of goods and services or for 
the rental of property (6.2)
A gift is a transfer of property made with the genuine intention 
of making a gift. Consequently, when the organization earns 
regular revenue from the sale of goods and services (line 21) or 
regular income from the rental of its property (lines 18 and 23), 
the payments it receives are not gifts, and the organization must 
not issue official receipts (receipts for tax purposes).

Gifts of qualified property or works of art (6.4)
By “qualified property,” we mean land or a real servitude 
encumbering all or a portion of the land that, in the opinion of 
the Minister of Sustainable Development, Environment and Parks, 
has undeniable ecological value, and that was a gift to one of the 
following bodies:
• if this land is located in Québec,

– a registered charity whose mission in Québec, at the 
time of the gift, consists, in the opinion of the Minister of 
Sustainable Development, Environment and Parks, in the 
conservation of ecological heritage;

– the government of Québec or Canada;
– a Québec municipality;
– a municipal or public body performing a function of the 

Québec government;

• if the land is located in a region bordering on Québec
– a registered charity one of whose missions, at the time of 

the gift, consists in the conservation of Canada’s ecological 
heritage;

– the government of Québec, Canada or of a province other 
than Québec;

– the United States;
– a Canadian municipality;
– a municipal or public body performing a function of the 

government in Canada.

See the instructions for works of art in section 4.1.2.

Remuneration or bursaries paid (6.6)
If, during the calendar year in which the fiscal period ended, 
the organization paid salaries or wages, scholarships, bursaries, 
fellowships or certain awards to individuals, it must file RL‑1 slips 
respecting these amounts by the last day of February of the next 
calendar year.

Accumulation of property with Revenu Québec’s 
authorization (6.9)
Enter the value of the property accumulated during a fiscal period 
(including the revenue derived from all property accumulated with 
our authorization) on line 71 of the return (page 4) to keep track 
of the accumulated property.

Where all or a portion of the accumulated property is used for 
the intended purposes, before the deadline during a fiscal period, 
enter the value of the property used on line 73 of the return.

Following the instructions in the note after line 75 of the return, 
carry this amount (if applicable) to line 101 of Schedule A or to 
line 201 of Schedule B.

Taxable benefits for members of a cultural or 
communications organization with respect to 
participation in a workshop, a seminar, a training 
or development program (6.14)
If a taxpayer (or other person) participated in a workshop, a 
seminar, a training program or a development program because the 
taxpayer is a member of a registered cultural or communications 
organization, the taxpayer must include the value of the related 
benefit in the taxpayer’s income.
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7 Instructions for completing Schedules A and B

7.2 Disbursement excess or shortfall
Complete Part 2 to determine whether there is a disbursement 
excess or a disbursement shortfall.

A disbursement excess exists if the amount spent by the 
organization to carry out its objectives exceeds the disbursement 
quota. In this case, all or part of the expenditures may be used to 
offset a disbursement shortfall for the previous fiscal period. The 
balance (net excess) may be carried forward and used to offset a 
disbursement shortfall in the next five fiscal periods.

A disbursement shortfall exists if the amount spent by the 
organization to carry out its objectives is less than its disbursement 
quota. In this case, any net excess from the previous five fiscal 
periods may be used to offset the shortfall. If there remains a net 
disbursement shortfall after using the net excess, the organiza‑
tion must offset it in the next fiscal period to avoid having its 
registration revoked.

Museum, cultural or communications organization or 
political education organization
If there is a net shortfall on line 222 of Schedule B, a special 
tax equal to the shortfall must be paid. The payment must be 
enclosed with the organization’s return and submitted to us 
within six months after the end of the fiscal period concerned.

Use Schedule A or B to compare the organization’s disbursement 
quota with the expenditures the organization made to attain its 
objectives. 

Charities must use Schedule A. Schedule B is for museums, 
cultural or communications organizations and political education 
organizations. 

7.1 Disbursement quota
Complete Part 1 to calculate the disbursement quota.

Value of property for purposes of calculating the 
disbursement quota
On line 100 of Schedule A or on line 200 of Schedule B, enter 
the average value of the movable and immovable property that 
the organization owned at any time in the 24 months preceding 
the fiscal period but did not use directly for activities related to 
its objectives or for administrative purposes. However, do not 
take into account property accumulated with our authorization 
(line 75 of the return). Contact us to find out how to determine 
the average value of such property.

Registered charity
Do not take into account property that the charity received as 
a gift (other than designated gifts) from another charity with 
which it was not dealing at arm’s length. Enter the FMV of 
such property on line 130.
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To contact us
Online
We invite you to visit our website at www.revenu.gouv.qc.ca.

By telephone Hours of availability for telephone service
 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
 Wednesday: 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Individuals and individuals in business
Québec City Montréal Elsewhere
418 659-6299 514 864-6299 1 800 267-6299 (toll‑free)

Businesses, employers and agents for consumption taxes
Québec City Montréal Elsewhere
418 659-4692 514 873-4692 1 800 567-4692 (toll‑free)

Persons with a hearing impairment
Montréal Elsewhere
514 873-4455 1 800 361-3795 (toll‑free)

By mail
Individuals and individuals in business

Montréal, Laval, Laurentides, Lanaudière 
and Montérégie
Direction principale des services à la clientèle 
des particuliers
Revenu Québec 
C. P. 3000, succursale Place‑Desjardins 
Montréal (Québec)  H5B 1A4

Québec City and other regions
Direction principale des services à la 
clientèle des particuliers
Revenu Québec 
3800, rue de Marly 
Québec (Québec)  G1X 4A5

Businesses, employers and agents for consumption taxes

Montréal, Laval, Laurentides, Lanaudière, 
Montérégie, Estrie and Outaouais
Direction principale des services à la clientèle 
des entreprises
Revenu Québec 
C. P. 3000, succursale Place‑Desjardins 
Montréal (Québec)  H5B 1A4

Québec City and other regions
Direction principale des services à la 
clientèle des entreprises
Revenu Québec 
3800, rue de Marly 
Québec (Québec)  G1X 4A5
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